
A Level Economics Summer Resources 

 

Have a go at a couple of the tasks below: 

 Think about the Covid-19 pandemic and its impact on the economy.  Think about 
winners and losers in terms of areas of the economy which had thrived and grown, 
or which have suffered.  Read and save couple of articles on these sectors. 

 Look in your wardrobe and work out where most of your clothes have been made 

 Think about a typical week’s spending.  Work out how much VAT you have paid over 
that week, and then work out an estimate for your yearly VAT bill.  

 Watch Channel4 or bbc news and print off a couple of articles about economic or 
business events that grabbed your attention  

 Look at some TED talks about economic issues online – then write a paragraph 
saying which you found most interesting and why. 

 Interview 5 people on their opinions of EU membership and Brexit and summarise 
their opinions both for and against 
 

And if the rules change and travel becomes permissible … 

 If you go abroad on holiday, bring back a wrapper/menu/photo of a product 
overseas that has been adapted to suit the local market 

 

Suggested reading list (dip in or out of one of these reads): 

 Freakoconomics – Levitt and Dubner 

 Superfreakonomics – Levitt and Dubner 

 Free Lunch: Easily digestible economics – David Smith 

 21 things they don’t tell you about capitalism – Ha-Joon Chang 

 Predictably Irrational – Dan Ariely 

 The Armchair Economist – Steven Landsburg 

 Tescopoly – Andrew Simms 

 The Undercover Economist – Tim Harford 

 The Travels of a T Shirt in a Global Economy – Pietra Rivoli 

 The History of Modern Britain – Andrew Marr 

 Anyone can do it – D Bannatyne 

 Business as Unusual – A Roddick 
 

Useful websites/media to follow: 

www.theguardian.com  quality online newspaper without subscription/paywall (free) 

www.bbc.co.uk  for general news coverage, programmes like Dragons’ Den or podcasts like 

Sneakeronomics, More or Less (Tim Harford looks at the stories behind the statistics), Newscast 

http://freakonomics.com/archive/ an unusual approach using economics to investigating issues and their 

underlying causes including obesity, gender pay, online dating, vaccination, moration and many more. 

 

http://www.theguardian.com/
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